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About This Game

Inspired by the rise of fake news, social media echo chambers, and the displacement of truth, Orwell: Ignorance is Strength is
the second--darker--season of the award-winning surveillance thriller, Orwell. With the power to both uncover and play with
"the truth", you must decide for yourself how far you will go in the service of your country and whether the truth is sacred or

ignorance is strength.

Inducted into “The Office”--a top-secret department of the government’s Orwell security program--you’ll take on the role of an
investigative agent during a time when civil unrest threatens to become a major political crisis between the Nation and

neighboring country Parges.

Reporting directly to Orwell adviser, Ampleford, you‘re tasked with uncovering the truth behind the escalating political tension,
and delving deep into the lives of Raban Vhart, editor of The People’s Voice and self-proclaimed guardian of truth, his wife,

Karen, and his brother, Illya, to uncover their potential involvement.

To assist you in your task, you will be given new tools and mechanics that provide opportunities to control and impact the
narrative. A new “time of day” system puts you in time-sensitive situations, making who you chose to investigate and when,

more important than ever. You can also research more widely and dig deeper into citizen’s lives, gathering additional
information to influence the way events are reported and perceived by the public.

FEATURES:

Investigate the agitators - Enter the world of Orwell and join a top-secret department of agents known as “The Office” during
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a time of civil unrest and political tension. Profile persons of interest by exploring web pages, social media and private
communications. Make connections. Find the information you need to know.

Uncover the truth - Separate the stories from the facts, the propagated myths and fake news from what’s really happening.
Identify the hidden agendas of all those involved and expose them.

Manipulate the information - Use Orwell’s upgraded toolset and the information you have uncovered to create your own
version of the truth. Then use that to gain influence and control over the situation.

End the threat - Expose the truth. Destroy the lives and influence of those who seek to bring harm to the government and
diplomatic relations with neighboring countries. Put an end to the civil unrest threatening to destroy the Nation.

Releasing over three episodes - The game will release on PC, Mac and Linux across three bi-weekly episodes, with episode
one available February 22. Be part of the investigation as it unfolds.

Praise for Orwell:

“Grabs the problem of how we balance our own liberty and our safety and turns it into a thrilling adventure.” – Polygon

“In an age where so much personal information is willingly released by so many, Orwell brilliantly explores the implications of
this data being misinterpreted.” – GameSpot

"A harrowing look into a reality where Big Brother is always watching" - Rock Paper Shotgun
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Purely a puzzle game.. there are 5 challenges in total, or something like that.. so it's very short. The simple anime style
story\/setting is enjoyable enough, as were a few of the challenges, so I recommend for this.. (just).. If the DLC content was
ever available when Ubisoft launched it. But sadly this is not the case. Ubisoft did a good job on the game, but completely failed
with the DLC.. REALLY GOOD FUNNY GAME with friend but add online multiplayer mod, single player, 2vs2.... A pretty
good detective game with pretty good story. Not too long aswell. Great gameplay and decent graphics for that time. Get it on
sale for sure!. A solid arcade-type racer for NASCAR. Legend difficulty can be unforgiving. 6/10. The game doesnt really have
a meaning to it as a FPS u aim for some kinda goal this is just shoot kill repeat an thats it you don't earn a thing. I guess if you
dont own the new stuff out there this would do you good. For me id rather let it collect dust. 2\/10. it sounds like a minecraft
intro from 2014
thats great
also owen whens nebula coming out
this is not related
but the question is still serious
. Current Version: 18th Feb 2018
Game can only be played up to the 3rd chapter, asks for (non existent) microtransactions to continue.
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It is free and it is fun for me...easy to play while doing other things or a bit distracted!. best game i´ve ever played :). If you like
the old Quest for Glory series, or the newer Quest for Infamy and Heroine's Quest, then this is right up your alley. The art is
good, the music is good, and the puzzles are good.

That being said, the voice-acting is good *except* for the protagonist, who has by far the most lines. While the regular art is
very good and perfectly in the style, there are animated cut scenes that resemble those old CDI Zelda games (this is not a good
thing). The writing is a mixed bag. There are 4 classes to play through the game with, but they are disappointingly similar except
for cosmetic differences. The combat is kind of a mess--too hard in some ways, and too easy in others, and the progression is
uneven.

This was an ambitious project that took a long time to come out. I get the feeling the scope ended up scaled back considerably.
If the mage classes had more variation between them, D'Arc was re-recorded by a voice-actor, and the combat overhauled, this
wouldn't be good but Great. As it stands, it's reasonably priced and a good offering to scratch that old AGI Hero's Quest itch.. I
love using my blowtorch to cook up some LAMB SAUCE!!!!. Fun, interesting game that manages to be deeply informative
without being boring or preachy. I hope the devs continue down this path, as each game they've made has built on and improved
the previous.. Not sure why the Survivor - Eye of the Tiger doesn't work on the mac like all the other DLC. I think it is
incorrectly marked on steam or something.. this game is about dogs but it is not actually that good. I am really digging this
sequel to Thomas Was Alone. Less of the platforming nonsense and more shooting!

I am bit confused as to what prompted Thomas to become so violent, but I am sure as I play further into the game his motives
will become clear. I suspect it has something to do with those pesky yellow blocks...those filthy, nasty, multiplying bastards.
Who are they to rob me of my health?!

8\/10 blocks, would recommend.. I wish somebody out there can tell me why the heck this game will not even start , much less
run!! The cursor will not
move from the get go and the keyboard is useless also with one exception . I can press P which is for pause , instead I
at least get a picture inside the ship. Isn't there a patch somewhere? I have tried to contact steam, valve and the maker
this game with no replys or results. I never heard of a company the will not reply to emails or have a phone contact number.
And no , even if they did or do, I am not paying for support when it is there fault. All my other games play just fine and
are a lot more demanding than this one.

Ancient Enemy Teaser Trailer!:
We just added a teaser trailer to the Ancient Enemy store page. Please check it out and wishlist the game. Thanks!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. In The Ember 余烬之中 Jewel Match Solitaire L'Amour Ancient
Enemy Developer Vlog #1:
In this video Jake summarises the work done so far on Ancient Enemy and goes into the gameplay briefly:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NC5IfRXIcgo

You can find out more about the game here:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Ancient Enemy Dev Diary #4: Progress Update!:
Hey everyone, we just made a blog post about all the great progress we've been making recently. We'd love you to check it out: 
http://greyaliengames.com/blog/ancient-enemy-dev-diary-4-progress/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Please wishlist Ancient Enemy - coming soon!:
Ancient Enemy is an atmospheric RPG card game due out this summer. It's built with our Shadowhand engine but features a
different theme/story and new mechanics. It's going to be great!

You can wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/993790/Ancient_Enemy/. Jewel Match Solitaire 2 Collector's Edition - coming soon!:
We are pleased to announce that we will be publishing Jewel Match Solitaire 2 Collector's Edition on Steam on April 18th!

It's PACKED full of great solitaire.
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Please wishlist it here:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1035770/Jewel_Match_Solitaire_2_Collectors_Edition/
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